
Three questions what side are you on
0 = IM 1=MSM  -Where do you get your news?  MainStream Media or  Independent Media

0 = no Vaccines  -Do you refuse to take Vaccines

0 = no LBGTQ  -Do you support the LGBTQ 

MSM Vaccine LBGTQ

awake 0 0 0 Christ Church IM, no Vaccine, no LBGTQ

awake 0 0 1 Satanic Church LBGTQ

awake 0 1 0 Satanic Church Awake and still taking the Vaccine

awake 0 1 1 Satanic Church LBGTQ

asleep 1 0 0 Asleep MSM ? Why do you not take the Vaccine

asleep 1 0 1 Satanic Church LBGTQ

asleep 1 1 0 Asleep MSM and Vaccine

asleep 1 1 1 Satanic Church All three

CRT = Clergy response team useful idiot = unaware that they are supporting Satan

IM = Independent Media see list MSM = Main Stream Media see list

Additional questions:

Asleep =  Luke warm neither cold nor hot,  unaware,  sold out to the system, useful idiot

Awake =  “Not fooled by the false reality.  Aware of the truth.  A truth seeker.  Spiritually aware.  In 
this world but not of this world.  Not blind, not deaf,  Not sold out to the system.”

3.       Do you shop at a Globalist Store?  “AMZN, Whole Foods, BABA, WMT, TGT, COST, HD, LOW” These 
Globalist Conglomerates have taken over all markets and destroyed American family small business.

4.       If you support Big Pharma “MRK, GILD, JNJ, PFE, NVS, SNY, BMY, GSK, AZN” the you are actively 
destroying the human race by corrupting human DNA.

5.       If you support the Media “NFLX, DIS, CHA, CHL, CHU, CMCSA” then you have a direct link to Satan 
himself.  If you get your fake news from CNN, ABC, CBS, NBC, NPR, WSJ, NYT, Washington Post, Newsweek 
the Economist… then you probably think that all of the above listed corporations are American Corporations 
and the _____ that you see on the TV and movies is entertainment. (you have been duped)

6.       Do you support Big Tech surveillance and censorship?   Google is the no.1 Globalist Chinese 
Communist anti human corporation.  Google searches are rigged and designed to obscure and twist the 
truth. You no longer have access to the truth.  You are living in a false reality and therefore have lost your 
free will.  MSFT, APPLE, Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube are all collecting your private data and censoring 
your content.

These Anti Human, Foreign, Globalist, New World Order, Eugenics, Corporations are the ones corrupting our 
government with foreign contributions and lobbyist.  Stop supporting the very corporations that are 
destroying America.  Renounce Evil and join GODs Family and receive your inheritance.

2.       Do you use a Globalist Bank?   “PYPL, BAC, JPM, WFC, GS, C, BLK, MA, MS, RY “Stop supporting the 
very banks that are stealing your wealth.  See attached article “Where Would Jesus Bank” there are many 
hypocrites that complain about the Federal reserve and at the same time use a Globalist Bank.

Main Stream Media:  Since 95% of the people do not  believe the MSM.  If someone still believes the 
MSM they are definitely not awake.

Independent Media: If someone has not independently verified the truth, then they are in the false 
reality bubble and cannot discern the truth.  If they are unaware that Infowars exist and never 
heard of Infowars.com then stop here and recommend that they check it out.

Vaccines:  This  question is life and death.  If they are not aware that vaccines are not even 
vaccines any more.  If they are not aware that vaccines will sterilize you, chemically lobotomize you 
and then kill you, they are not awake. 

LGBTQ:  Since The bible states that sodomy, which is a felony in all 50 states, is an abomination to 
GOD and sin against nature,  any church this openly endorses LGBTQ is in open war against GOD 
and his Church and is therefore the church of Satan.

1.       Do you support the GMO food industry?  “BAYRY, GIS, KHC, KDP, KO, MCD, PEP, SBUX” Monsanto 
now BAYER is the no.2 Globalist Chinese Communist anti human corporation.  Roundup causes cancer and 
is sprayed on all GMO and non-organic crops.  Do you support a globalist Farm or ranch?  Globalist 
Conglomerates have taken over all markets and put the American family farms and ranches out of business.   
Use your local farmer and rancher.  Stop feeding your family Globalist poison.


